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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Proteins are the workhorse of the cell and interactions between them are responsible for 
different functions ranging from signal transduction to molecular motors. Intrinsically disordered 
proteins (IDPs), account for a large portion of cellular proteins that take part in signal 
transduction.1,2 These disordered proteins, or regions of a protein, exist in an ensemble of 
conformations when unbound. Once bound, these disordered regions are stabilized into a 
structured conformation.1,2 The pathways that these IDPs take to bind, however, are still being 
researched. There are currently two main hypotheses on how peptides bind to complexes. The 
peptide can sample conformations until it finds an orientation that allows it to fit into the binding 
site of the complex, and only when the peptide is in that configuration will it bind. This mechanism 
is known as ‘conformational selection’. The other option is that the peptide can bind weakly to the 
complex and then fold into the conformation necessary to fully bind, known as ‘induced fit’.3 
Binding may also occur by some combination of these two mechanisms. By gaining a better 
understanding of the binding steps and the key features controlling them, the ability to predict 
protein associations is easier. This would help to elucidate cellular pathways which can aid in drug 
design, and also assist in figuring out the effects of crucial mutations.1 
The binding pathway of every IDP has been shown to be unique. Many mainly bind by 
conformational selection, some primarily by induced fit, and others by a combination of the two. 
The specific attributes that influence these different binding pathways, such as sequence, structure, 
and solvent environment, are not well understood. The conformational ensemble of the unbound 
IDP has also been found to be particularly important as it, along with its bound conformation, 
helps to determine the function of a protein and its properties.4 Due to the structural diversity and 
flexibility of IDPs, obtaining a complete ensemble of conformations that accurately describes a 
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particular IDP requires input from computational modeling along with experimental methods.4,5 
While several computational methods are being actively developed to do this, molecular dynamic 
(MD) simulations are uniquely able to directly investigate structure and dynamics of a protein 
simultaneously.4 Many studies have also shown that MD simulations produce results in reasonable 
agreement with experimental data, showing that these simulations can be helpful in modeling 
disordered proteins, especially in conjunction with experiments.6  
To ensure that MD simulations will completely sample the conformational ensemble of an 
IDP on a reasonable timescale, it is often necessary to use advanced sampling techniques.4,7 These 
advanced sampling techniques allow for more movement on the free energy landscape in a shorter 
timescale so that more conformations can be identified. One such technique, called replica 
exchange, allows a simulation to perform 
a Monte Carlo random walk in 
temperature space.7 By doing so, a protein 
can exhibit a range of conformations 
much faster due to sampling 
conformations at higher temperatures where it 
is easier to sample more conformations. Then, 
the parallel simulations may swap allowing for introduction of conformations sampled in the high-
temperature replica to the ensemble at the desired (low) temperature (Figure 1.1).7 Gaussian 
accelerated molecular dynamics (GaMD), a different advanced sampling technique, enhances 
sampling by adding a harmonic boost potential to smooth the potential energy landscape of the 
protein thus allowing the protein to move across barriers easier and sample more conformations 
(Figure 1.2).8 Another advanced sampling technique, called metadynamics, discourages 
Figure 1.1. Example of replica exchange 
method.7 
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previously visited states from being re-sampled thus allowing for a broader exploration of the free-
energy landscape. While this technique allows for more sampling, it restricts and thus changes the 
energy landscape which causes this technique to potentially not be as accurate in analyzing the 
probability of a peptide being in each state. Simulated 
annealing, another technique, attempts to optimize the 
conformation of a protein by simulating the system at 
high temperature and decreasing the temperatures during 
the simulation. Simulated annealing is commonly used 
for finding a single, stable conformation, while replica 
exchange simulations sample many states at the desired 
temperature, ensuring completeness of sampling.7 
Replica exchange and GaMD are used in this research with the goal of attaining full understanding 
of the conformational ensemble of IDPs and thus how they bind and affect protein properties and 
function. 
There are also many ways conformational ensembles can be analyzed. We need to 
minimize the degrees of freedom to be able to extract some biological meaning from the data due 
to there being too many degrees of freedom even for a small peptide. Each atom in a peptide has 
3 spatial coordinates and therefore a peptide has 3N degrees of freedom, where N is the number of 
atoms.  Clustering the data is a way to group the data and gain a meaning from the MD trajectory.9 
As our goal is to gain an understanding of the conformational ensemble and binding pathways, it 
would be beneficial to cluster the conformational ensemble based on kinetically-similar 
conformations.9 Kinetically-similar conformations are close together on the free energy landscape 
which is important when looking at how the conformational ensemble affects binding, properties 
Figure 1.2. Example of GaMD boost 
of potential energy landscape.8 
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and functions. One way to analyze the simulations and organize the peptide’s conformational 
ensemble is by using the root mean square deviation (RMSD). This, however, is not a very accurate 
method for clustering by kinetically-similar conformations, as two different conformations can 
have the same root mean square deviation of selected atoms but have completely different 
conformations that are far apart on the free energy landscape. Markov State Models (MSM), 
another technique for clustering the conformational ensemble, are helpful for understanding the 
kinetic transitions of simulations. They are used to group microstates defined by different 
conformational kinetics into macrostates. The time spent in these macrostates and the ability to 
analyze how the simulation moves from one macrostate to the next allows for a better organization 
of the conformational ensemble.10 As MSMs are based off of kinetics, the conformations are 
organized in a way that is more helpful to our overall goal than RMSD. These advanced sampling 
techniques and analysis methods allow for a better understanding of the conformational ensemble 
of IDPs. 
The conformational ensemble of an IDP is also influenced by the sequence of the peptide. 
Of the 20 common amino acids, data suggests that proline is the most disorder-promoting.11 
Proline is a unique amino acid because the 
end of the side chain is bound to the 
backbone nitrogen forming a five-
membered ring and thus the nitrogen no 
longer has a hydrogen it can use for 
hydrogen bonding. The five-membered ring 
also causes the backbone conformation to 
be more rigid than any other amino acid.12 
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Figure 1.3. Example potential energy map of the 
omega bond angle for cis and trans proline. 
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While all amino acids can isomerize around the omega dihedral angle to the cis conformation, 
proline is unique in that it has stability in both the cis and trans conformations (Figure 1.3). This 
is unfavorable for other amino acids as the amide hydrogen of the trans peptide bond offers less 
steric repulsion to the preceding alpha carbon atom than it does to the cis isomer.13 This happens 
approximately 5.7% of the time in globular proteins.14 Proline disfavors the middle of the α-helix 
conformation, as it has no amide hydrogen to hydrogen bond with. Instead, proline forms 
polyproline helices. When in the trans conformation, it forms a polyproline II helix and in the cis 
conformation it forms a polyproline I helix. A polyproline II helix forms when four or more proline 
residues are in a sequence, and they contain phi angles of -78° and psi angles of +146°.14 Proline 
rich regions, like PXXP motifs, also favor polyproline II helices, even with a non-proline residue 
in between multiple proline residues.15 Once isomerized to the cis conformation proline has the 
ability to form polyproline I helices with phi angles of -75° and psi angles of +150°.13 In these 
polyproline helices, the side-chain and backbone carbonyls are solvent-exposed and often engage 
in intermolecular hydrogen bonds.11 Intrinsically disordered proteins often contain proline-rich 
disorder promoting regions which play a role in the conformations accessible to an IDP.   
We studied the behavior of proline-rich disordered regions in the context of Src Homology 
3 (SH3) domains binding to IDPs. The SH3 domains are common highly conserved protein-protein 
interaction domains that bind with extended proline rich regions. SH3 domains are comprised of 
around 60 residues and are found in a range of different proteins in eukaryotes.16,17 They are 
involved in cell signaling and other biological processes, making them key potential therapeutic 
targets while furthering our understanding of protein-protein interactions. Many SH3 domain 
structures and sequences have already been investigated, which allows for ease in analyzing 
sequence and structural conservation in a protein family.18 This means that SH3 domains could be 
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good models in the overall study of protein-IDP binding. The SH3 domains are comprised of two 
perpendicular β-sheets.16,17 These domains are known to bind to proline rich peptides containing 
the sequence PXXP.16,17 SH3 domains generally bind to peptides of length 7 to 25 residues but can 
bind to larger peptides too, that are often part of a larger protein.16 The hydrophobic grooves in the 
binding site bind to the proline core of the peptide while the specificity pocket in the SH3 domain 
binds to the charged residue at the end of the peptide sequence.18  
The specific SH3 domain we studied was the actin-binding protein 1(Abp1) SH3 
(Abp1SH3) domain. Abp1 contains a central proline rich region, an N-terminal actin 
depolymerization factor, and a C-terminal SH3 domain that binds to extended peptide sequences. 
The Abp1SH3 domain plays a particularly important role in endocytosis where the Abp1 protein, 
including the Abp1SH3 domain, binds to the actin patch kinases and mediates the localization of 
the Synaptojanin-like protein. It binds specifically to the PXXPX+ sequence with a conserved 
lysine at the + position followed by a conserved leucine three residues later. As Abp1SH3 binds 
to extended peptide sequences with some conserved amino acids, it allows for some mutations 
within the peptide sequence, that can be used to analyze both the structure of the peptide, as well 
as how the peptide binds to the Abp1SH3 domain.19 
ArkA is a peptide that binds to the Abp1SH3 domain 
and is considered an IDP.19 ArkA’s disordered region 
contains 5 prolines including the PXXPX+ motif. It is 
important to understand ArkA’s unbound structural 
ensemble, because it could lead to insight into the 
conformational ensembles of other proline rich peptides 
and how that affects their function. The ArkA-Abp1SH3 
Figure 1.2. AbpSH3 domain 
bound to ArkA17, a peptide 
portion of ArkA 
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domain binding pathway is also currently unknown. It is known that the Abp1SH3 domain 
interacts with the PXXP motif in ArkA and usually adjacent residues lining the SH3 domain.20 By 
gaining an understanding of ArkA’s unbound structural ensemble we should be able to determine 
how proline might influence ArkA’s ability to bind to the Abp1SH3 domain. A better 
understanding of the binding steps of ArkA should make predictions of protein association easier. 
The sequence of ArkA12, the peptide used in this experiment, is Ac-K PTPP PKPS HLK -
NH2, which is a proline rich peptide with a C-terminal acetyl protecting group and a N-terminal 
amine protecting group. Since ArkA12 contains many prolines in a short sequence we expected 
that some proline isomerization will occur, along with some polyproline II and I secondary 
structures in the conformational ensemble.  
The second chapter of this thesis investigated the Markov State Model technique using the 
bound and encounter simulations with ArkA12 and Abp1SH3. The different conformations that 
ArkA12 samples when binding were investigated using this technique. I found that while no 
concrete conclusions could be drawn from the MSMs, they would be useful in the future for 
drawing conclusions on how the binding process of ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 occurred. The third 
chapter of this thesis investigated the proline isomerization of ArkA12 using advanced sampling 
techniques. All five prolines were found to isomerize in ArkA12 when using a different starting 
structure that did not get stuck in a metastable state. The results of this research were used to gain 
a better understanding of the ArkA12-Abp1SH3 binding process. 
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Chapter 2: Markov State Modeling of ArkA12-abp1SH3 
2.1 Introduction 
Markov state models are extremely useful to quantitatively analyze MD simulations for a 
better understanding of the conformational dynamics of a protein.10,21-23 They allow for a large 
array of data to be input and, from that, simplified models that can be used for quantitative 
comparison of different states in a conformational ensemble to be obtained.10,21-22 These simplified 
models are kinetic models that identify the rates of interconversion between kinetically relevant 
states.24 They estimate the rate of transition between these conformations without regard to the 
state the protein is in before the current orientation.24 These transition rates are easily estimated by 
using MD simulation trajectories.10 MSMs are useful in analyzing the MD trajectories in a 
kinetically meaningful way which is important in determining how a conformational ensemble 
affects binding of ArkA to Abp1SH3. Understanding the binding of ArkA to Abp1SH3 allows for 
a better understanding of protein associations. I investigated the application of MSMs to ArkA to 
see if it would capture different states during binding, such as an intermediate. These MSMs allow 
for better insight into the states that ArkA samples and the rates that it interconverts between these 
states. A MSM was constructed of ArkA12 bound to Abp1SH3, and of ArkA12 initially separate 
from and then encountering Abp1SH3, to compare the conformational changes that ArkA12 
undergoes both through the binding process and once bound to the SH3 domain. 
2.2 Experimental Section 
Simulations 
MD simulations of ArkA12 initially separate from and then encountering Abp1SH3 and 
ArkA12 bound to Abp1SH3 were run. The Abp1-ArkA complex structure was obtained from 
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NMR data.25 As there were 20 different structures provided by NMR data, one was arbitrarily 
picked as the starting structure because it was determined that MD simulations would allow all 
different structures to be sampled. ArkA was edited down to just the 12 residues of ArkA12 for 
the bound simulations and an amine-terminal protecting group was added to the end of the ArkA12 
sequence. For the encounter simulations, ArkA was edited out of the NMR data obtained and an 
ArkA12 structure obtained from replica exchange simulations (Chapter 3) was added at least 10Å 
away from Abp1-SH3, which was the maximum distance used to calculate interactions. All 
simulations were run using the CUDA version of pmemd in Amber 14 to run the simulations on 
GPUs.26 Each simulation used the Amber14sb force field27 and TIP3Pfb water model28. The 
encounter complex simulations also contained a force field modification frcmod.ff99SB_w_dih.29 
All simulations contained protonated states that corresponded to pH 7.  
All sequences were prepared using leap as part of the AmberTools package26 and solvated 
within a truncated octahedron of TIP3P water molecules that extended a minimum of 9 Å away 
from any atom of the protein for the bound structure and 15 Å away from any atom of the protein 
for the encounter complex. The first minimization was run with all atoms of all the residues 
restrained using a harmonic potential with a force constant of 10 kcal/mol/Å2. The second 
minimization was run without restraints. Each simulation was then heated for 40 ps from 100 K to 
300 K with restraints using the same force constant as with the minimization. One equilibration 
was then run with restraints for 50 ps using the same force constant as with the minimization, and 
the desired target pressure of the simulations was set to 1.013 bar using an isotropic Berendesen 
barostat with a time constant of 2.0 ps. The second equilibration was run with the same parameters 
without restraints. We ran 5 independent simulations of 1.5 μs each for a total of 7.5 μs for the 
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encounter simulations. We ran 5 independent simulations of 2.1 μs each for a total of 10.5 μs for 
the bound simulations. 
The encounter complex simulations were each performed using a Linux cluster based at 
Stanford University as a part of the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment 
(XSEDE). 
Analysis 
a. Markov State Models 
PyEMMA, a python module, was used in all steps to build MSMs of both the bound and 
encounter simulations.30 Time independent component analysis was run on both the bound and 
encounter simulations to narrow the dimensions from 3288 and 3294 respectively to 2000 
dimensions. A plot of the first versus the second-time independent component (TIC) was used for 
further analysis of MSM. K-mean clustering was then performed with 250 used as the value of k. 
The lag time was then determined to be 100 for both the bound and encounter simulations. After 
determining the lag time, Perron Cluster Cluster Analysis (PCCA) was used to group microstates 
into three macrostates, as any more would cause overlap. Fifty frames from the center of each 
microstate were taken to use for further analysis later. The MSM was then coarse grained into a 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) after using PCCA, and the transition rates and stationary 
distributions were determined. The MSM was plotted over the energy graph of the first two TICs.  
The full code to obtain encounter complex MSM is in Supplemental Appendix A. The same 
code was used for the bound state. 
b. Python Analysis 
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Water was stripped from the simulations using the cpptraj module in the AmberTools16 
package.26 This package was also used to calculate the secondary structures and dihedral distances.  
Python was used to create secondary structure plots as well as polyproline II plots of ArkA12 from 
each of the three states for the bound and encounter data. These were done from the 50 frames 
obtained for each state in both the bound and encounter simulations. Amber uses the DSSP 
algorithm to calculate the secondary structure.26 Python was also used to create difference contact 
maps comparing the difference in the contacts between states and distance plots. A contact was 
defined as being less than 8 Å. Visual molecular dynamics (VMD) was used to view the frames 
from each state.31 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
The first step to building a MSM of the MD simulations of ArkA12-Abp1SH3 required the 
structures of ArkA12-Abp1SH3 be grouped in a kinetically meaningful manner.10 To do this, first 
the dimensions of the data must be reduced, as with ArkA12-Abp1SH3 there are more than 3000 
dimensions initially from each simulation. It is difficult to discretize this data with such a high-
dimensional space. To reduce the dimensions, we want to keep only the kinetically meaningful 
dimensions so the overall MSM would be kinetically meaningful. Currently, the most common 
way to find kinetically meaningful dimensions for MSMs is time independent component analysis 
(TICA).32 Time independent component analysis extracts the slow order transitions from MD 
simulations which allow it to keep the kinetically relevant dimensions but removes the irrelevant 
ones.32,33 Biologically, the most kinetically relevant transitions are often between metastable states 
separated by large free-energy barriers.34 Time independent component analysis is able to project 
the simulation data onto these slow transitions which allows discretization of the slow dynamics 
without losing information related to the slow processes.32,33 Time independent component 
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analysis is adapted from a more well-known method called principle component analysis (PCA) 
which is used to group dimensions in terms of variance. One problem with using PCA for MSMs 
is that the motions with the largest amplitude, are not necessarily associated with the slowest 
transitions and therefore are not necessarily the most kinetically meaningful dimensions.33 Time 
independent component analysis, which finds the kinetically meaningful dimensions, is a better 
option than PCA for use in building MSMs. 
For both the bound and encounter complex the TICA shows a somewhat discrete transition 
for one of the two components, but the other is more rapid and therefore is not a good 
representation of slow, and therefore more meaningful, kinetic transitions (Figure 2.1). This could 
potentially be fixed by decreasing the end number of dimensions for TICA, however that is 
computationally costly.32,33 Narrowing the dimensions to 2000 takes approximately a day and a 
half, so narrowing the number of dimensions to 200 could take weeks as it appears to be an 
exponential increase in time as the number of dimensions’ decrease. It is also possible that the 
bound and encounter complexes need to be run for a longer total simulation time to obtain better 
TICA results. If the simulations are not run for long enough the peptide will not sample enough 
conformations for TICA to be able to accurately determine the slow kinetic motions and therefore, 
the Markov State models will not be constructed on meaningful kinetic transitions. 
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a. b. 
 
 
c. d. 
Figure 2.1. Time independent component analysis first two components for bound and encounter 
respectively (a, b) and the free energy plot of those TIC1 versus TIC2 for bound and encounter 
respectively (c, d). 
After using TICA to find the kinetically meaningful dimensions, the data is clustered 
together into microstates. There are many ways of clustering the data, such as clustering by regular 
space or uniform time, or k-means clustering.10 Regular space clustering distributes cluster centers 
approximately uniformly in space, and then Voronoi discretization is employed to partition the 
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space.35 A Voronoi discretization can be employed in high dimensional state spaces. After 
determining cluster centers, a Voronoi discretization assigns each data point to the closest center 
using the standard Euclidean distance to measure distances.30 Similarly, uniform time clustering 
distributes the cluster centers approximately uniformly in time, and then assigns the data using a 
Voronoi discretization.32 Both of these clustering methods only have an equal amount of data 
represented by each cluster if the TICA components are uniform across space or time respectively 
(Figure 2.2).32,35 With more variability in the data represented by each cluster, the representation 
of the data becomes less accurate. K-means clustering, on the other hand, clusters the data into k 
clusters where each data point belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean and this continues with 
the centroid of each cluster becoming the new mean and continues until convergence is reached.36 
This partitions the data into Voroni cells. While k-means clustering does not ensure that there is 
an exactly equal amount of data represented by each cluster, the amount of data in each cluster is 
more consistent across all clusters than when clustering by uniform time or regular space.32,36 
However, the selections of the value of k, the number of states, must not be too large (2.2f) to cause 
statistical uncertainties or biases and not too small (2.2e) to cause major discretization errors.22 
With careful choice of the value of k, k-means clustering is a better representation of the data than 
the other clustering methods because each cluster represents a similar amount of data when used 
in building MSM of ArkA. 
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a.  b.  
c.  d.  
e.  f.  
Figure 2.2. K-means clustering of the bound (a.) and encounter (b.) simulations where k = 250.  
Regular space clustering (c.) and uniform time clustering (d.) of the bound simulation.  K-means 
clustering where k = 100 (e.) and k = 400 (f.). 
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From the microstates, a microstate transition matrix can be constructed.10 In many 
programs that are used to construct MSMs, this is done as they construct the MSM and each 
structure in the MD trajectory is assigned to a microstate.32 This turns the trajectory into a series 
of microstates over time, which can then be used to determine the time spent in each state and the 
transition rates between states. Problems in these predictions can occur where there are only a few 
counts in the transition matrix generated from the microstate counts. This may not matter since it 
may only affect transitions that are not important. However, these problems can be reduced by 
using Bayesian errors to determine the lag time of the MSM.10 The lag time is the observation 
interval for which the transition matrix is constructed and is an important parameter in determining 
the quality and utility of the MSM.32,37 To determine the appropriate lag time, and therefore 
appropriate transition matrix, transition matrices must be estimated at a variety of lag times and 
the lag time can then be compared to the time scale. If the model is Markovian at a certain lag 
time, the implied time scales should remain constant at longer lag times also. The minimum lag in 
Figure 2.3 is 100. Therefore, the minimum lag time that yields a Markovian model should be used 
when then constructing a MSM.37 All the time scale versus lag time calculations should be done 
with Bayesian errors to ensure accuracy of determining the correct lag time.32,37 Once the minimum 
lag time that yields a Markovian model is obtained, the correct transition matrix to use to build the 
MSM can be found. 
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Figure 2.3. Lag time versus timescale with Bayesian error bars. 
The discrete trajectories obtained from the clustering, the transition matrix and the lag time 
can then be used to build a MSM.10 However, it is often more useful to construct a coarse-grained 
MSM, which is easier to visualize and understand because instead of trying to analyze the hundreds 
of states observed above and the transitions between them, coarse-graining narrows the states 
down to less than 10. A course grained MSM is made by simplifying the microstate transition 
matrix into fewer states called macrostates. As this combining of the microstates into macrostates 
degrades the quality of the MSM and could lead to underestimated timescales, it is important that 
the MSM is coarse-grained carefully.10,32  
The most common method used to do this is Perron Cluster Cluster Analysis (PCCA) 
which is a spectral clustering method. It clusters based on the rates of interconversion while the 
clustering methods outlined previously cluster based on the data’s position in space or time.38 In 
PCCA, the data that interconverts rapidly is grouped together into one macrostate to make a model 
with fewer states overall. The PCCA of the bound and encounter complexes results in three 
macrostates (Figure 2.4 and 2.5). PCCA appears to group the clusters into macrostates without too 
much overlap; however, PCCA can be limited as errors can occur when not all microstates 
participate strongly in a macrostate. Microstates that have interconversion rates that are nearly zero 
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and therefore do not participate strongly in a given macrostate, are assigned to macrostates 
randomly. This can be partially due to insufficient sampling during the simulation as PCCA does 
not account for statistical uncertainty in a model. This error can happen early on in PCCA and then 
the error can propagate as PCCA considers more microstates during each stage of PCCA. One way 
to fix this error is by doing a simulated annealing procedure during PCCA to maximize the total 
metastability of the model. In this procedure, an attempt is made to reassign microstates to different 
macrostates and these attempts are accepted or rejected according to a Monte Carlo criterion. An 
improved version of PCCA, PCCA+, also avoids the propagation of error by considering the 
relevant microstates simultaneously instead of sequentially.30 Unfortunately, while there are 
multiple methods to improve on the PCCA results obtained and used to make our MSMs, 
PyEMMA does not currently incorporate these methods, and therefore they were not attempted, 
but should be in the future. 
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Figure 2.4. PCCA of the bound (a.) with macrostates 2 on the left, 1 in the middle, and 0 on the 
right and the encounter (b.) with macrostates C on the left, B in the middle and A on the right. 
 
a.  
b.  
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a. b. 
Figure 2.5. Clusters grouped by color for macrostates of the bound (a.) and encounter (b.). The 
purple represents state 0 or A, blue is state 1 or B and green state 2 or C for bound and encounter 
respectively. 
After using PCCA, re-estimating a MSM causes an inaccuracy in the time scales calculated 
previously. Instead, a Hidden Markov model (HMM) is produced.32 A HMM describes the 
evolution of conformations that depends on internal factors which are not observable directly. This 
HMM describes the hidden states of the transition matrix using probability distributions based on 
the underlying states and thus keeps the accuracy in lag time and time scales as previously 
calculated.32,38 The HMM provides a visible, accurate and easily interpretable way of 
understanding the conformational changes in ArkA. The three macrostates of each simulation in 
Figure 2.5 are made into an HMM with the probabilities of each microstate and the transition 
between them. One example structure from each of the states can be observed in Figure 2.6 and 
2.7. In both the bound and the encounter MSM, one state is observed most often, state 2 and C 
with a percent of 82.7 and 97.1 respectively. In the case of the encounter MSM, state A is observed 
1.2 percent of the time. State B is observed in 1.7 percent of the simulation. In the bound MSM, 
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states 0 and 1, are observed 8.4 and 8.9 percent of the time respectively. It can also be seen that 
the transition rate is much smaller going from state 2 to 1, or C to B, than any other transition for 
both MSM, indicating that once ArkA12-Abp1SH3 is in state 2 or C, it is less likely to leave that 
state. 
24 
 
 
Figure 2.6. Bound MSM with representative figures of each state, transition rates and percent of 
each state.  
8.4% 
82.7% 
8.9% 
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Figure 2.7. Encounter MSM with representative figures of each state transition rates and percent 
of each state. 
1.7% 
1.2% 
97.1% 
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I wanted to investigate the difference in center of mass between ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 to 
determine the differences between each state and determine which states are bound tighter. As the 
distance is between the center of mass of ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 it should correspond to the 
reaction coordinate of binding. The encounter difference plots show that all three states had large 
distance overlap, indicating that they all sample the same distance conformations (Figure 2.8). Of 
the three, state C spends the most time in the closest bound conformation. This lack of difference 
between the three states is likely due to lack of kinetically meaningful components from TICA and 
also may indicate the need to use a better spectral clustering method than PCCA.  To improve the 
kinetically meaningful TICA components we would need to run the simulations longer. The bound 
difference plots found similar results and there is both a very tightly bound conformation and a 
slightly looser one, and while state 2 does not include the tightly bound conformation, the other 
two states are a mix. The bound complex simulations sample slightly tighter conformations overall 
compared to the encounter complex. The similarity between the three bound states for both the 
encounter and bound indicates that no concrete conclusions can be made about differences between 
states. 
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a.  b.  
c.  d.  
e.  f.  
Figure 2.8. Histograms of the distance between the center of mass of ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 for 
the encounter states A (a.), B (b.) and C (c.) and bound states 0 (d.), 1 (e.) and 2 (f.). 
Difference contact maps are constructed to compare the difference in distance between 
each residue of ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 between the macrostates. These contact maps indicate 
which states are more in contact with different regions between ArkA12 and Abp1SH3.  The 
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difference contact maps comparing the different states in the encounter MSM show a larger than 
expected percent difference between ArkA12 in contact with different portions of Abp1SH3 given 
the lack of difference in the histogram distance plots. (Figure 2.9). As we have just observed the 
overlap in the distance between the center of mass between ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 for all three 
states, this might indicate that ArkA12 is binding in different ways to Abp1SH3 in different states. 
The difference contact maps comparing the bound MSM states show that three states have very 
similar contacts as is found with the distance plots (Figure 2.10).  While no concrete conclusions 
could be drawn from the contact maps for the encounter complex, contact maps will still be useful 
in the future for understanding the difference between states once improvements have been made 
to the MSM methods. 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
Figure 2.9. Difference contact maps between the encounter complex states A and B (a), A and C 
(b), and B and C (c).  The blue indicates a higher percentage of contact in the first, while the red 
indicates a higher percentage of contact in the second of each comparison.  White indicates no 
difference.  These use conventional number for ArkA12, where the first residue, K, is 3 and it 
decreases from there. 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
Figure 2.10. Difference contact maps between the bound complex states 0 and 1 (a), 0 and 2 (b), 
and 1 and 2 (c). The blue indicates a higher percentage of contact in the first, while the red indicates 
a higher percentage of contact in the second of each comparison.  White indicates no difference. 
The secondary structures of each of the three states from the bound and encounter 
representative frames show no major trends between the three bound and encounter states (Figure 
6, SI 3). They all sample secondary structures similarly which is not surprising due to the similarity 
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in distance plots and could be caused by inability to obtain kinetically meaningful components, 
and thus the states are not sampling kinetically different conformations. Encounter state A has the 
only antiparallel character which could only happen if ArkA12 is completely unbound which is 
observed in all three states in the distance plots. Despite not being able to draw concrete 
conclusions on the secondary structures, this analysis would be beneficial when the MSM 
methodology is improved as it would help to identify different conformations that may cause 
binding and prevent binding based on the states of the MSM. 
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Figure 2.10. Secondary structure plots of turn (a.), antiparallel (b.), 3-10 helix (c.). In the labels, 
E represents encounter and B bound with the number being the state. Black corresponds to state 
A, green to B, blue to C, orange to 0, cyan to 1 and purple to 2.   
 While MSMs are generated for both bound and encounter of ArkA12 with Abp1SH3, no 
significant trend is observed between the states and there are large overlaps in the data. To prevent 
this, more simulations would need to be run to sample more kinetically meaningful components 
during TICA. It would also be beneficial to investigate the potential use of PCCA+ to improve 
a. b. 
c. 
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macrostate grouping and thus the MSMs. While no concrete conclusions could be drawn from the 
MSMs generated in this paper, once small improvements are made to the method, like running 
simulations longer and using PCCA+, MSMs will be useful for gaining a better understand of 
protein association.1,2 Being able to create MSMs that will show the transition rates between states 
will help to gain a better understanding of how ArkA12 binds to Abp1SH3. The analysis methods, 
including difference contact maps and secondary structure analysis, would also help to identify 
potential residues or secondary structures that could influence how ArkA12 binds to Abp1SH3.  
This understanding of the different states ArkA12 undergoes to bind and the transition rates will 
be helpful in predicting other protein associations. This in turn will help to understand cellular 
pathways which aid in many future studies including the effects of mutations and drug design. 
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Chapter 3: Proline Isomerization 
3.1 Introduction 
It is hard to completely sample the conformational ensemble of an IDP on a reasonable 
timescale due to their disordered nature. Advanced sampling methods remedy this as they allow 
for a more complete sampling of the conformational ensemble in a reasonable timescale using MD 
simulations. These advanced sampling methods allow for more movement on the potential energy 
landscape in a shorter timescale to identify more conformations.7 Two advanced sampling 
techniques that we use to acquire more conformations of ArkA12 and investigate proline 
isomerization are replica exchange and GaMD.  
Increasing the temperature, increases the energy, which allows for a protein to sample more 
on the potential energy landscape. Replica exchange is a Monte Carlo (MC) method which does a 
random walk in temperature space. It does this by having multiple simulations running at different 
temperatures.  As it is a MC process, it needs to have sufficient overlaps between potential energy 
distributions of neighboring replicas to obtain reasonable exchange probabilities. Each 
neighboring pair of replicas periodically communicates and attempts to exchange, depending on 
their transition probability, determined by the Boltzmann factor.39 The final ensemble at each 
temperature has the correct Boltzmann distribution for that temperature.39 The desired temperature 
trajectory can then be analyzed and should represent a more complete conformational ensemble. 
While replica exchange explores conformational ensembles by raising the temperature to 
more easily cross potential energy barriers, GaMD explores conformations by smoothening the 
potential energy landscape so that potential energy barriers between states are smaller. It does this 
by adding a harmonic boost potential to the energy surface when the system potential is lower than 
a threshold potential. The simulations can then be reweighted for accurate analysis, as at the 
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modified potential energy the ensemble is now the Boltzmann ensemble for the wrong energy 
landscape. To obtain the correct Boltzmann ensemble, the relative weights of the different states 
need to be modified. This added boost potential should allow for proline to isomerize in a 
reasonable timescale provided the force fields used are accurate for the cis and trans of the omega 
angle.8 Most molecular dynamics force fields are designed to always have omega dihedral angles 
in the trans conformation, and modifications must be made to optimize the relative accuracy of 
the energies of cis and trans. We used GaMD to investigate the isomerization of proline in ArkA12.  
Along with comparing advanced sampling techniques to experimental data, topologies 
obtained from simulations done in implicit solvent can be used to determine the likelihood of 
different states. A MC simulation starts from an initial conformation after which a MC move is 
attempted that would change the configuration.40,41 This move is accepted if the new conformation 
is at a lower energy or the Boltzmann distribution is less than a random number generated. The 
move is otherwise rejected. MC simulations are not reliant on solving Newton’s equations of 
motion, unlike MD simulations, which allow for a much faster sampling of a complete 
conformational ensemble. However, dynamical information cannot be gathered. It also has to be 
run in implicit solvent, as with explicit solvent it is unable to conduct large scale moves.40 This 
makes it beneficial for gathering potential conformations and determining whether proline 
isomerizes, however, it cannot be used to determine dynamics of ArkA12’s conformational 
changes. 
It is important that the simulation data from the advanced sampling methods is compared 
to experimental data to ensure the accuracy of the simulations. In this case, the secondary structure 
data is compared with secondary structure data obtained from circular dichroism spectroscopy. 
This is a method of optical spectroscopy which measures the difference in absorbance of left versus 
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right circularly polarized light as a function of wavelength. From this, the secondary structure can 
be determined.42 The comparison of the secondary structure obtained from the simulations and 
experimental data helps to determine the accuracy of the advanced sampling models. 
Replica exchange, GaMD and MC simulations are all used to determine if proline 
isomerizes in ArkA12 and how it might affect ArkA12 conformational ensemble. Gaining a better 
understanding of proline isomerization and ArkA12’s conformational ensemble helps to determine 
the binding pathway of ArkA12 to Abp1SH3 which will then help to predict potential protein 
association. 
Methods 
Simulations. 
MD simulations of ArkA12 were run starting from an extended structure or starting from one 
frame from all-atom MC simulations. All simulations were run using the CUDA version of pmemd 
in Amber 14 to run the simulations on GPUs.26 Each simulation used the Amber14sb force field27 
and TIP3Pfb water model.28 All sequences were prepared using leap as part of the AmberTools 
package26 and solvated within a truncated octahedron of TIP3P water molecules that extended a 
minimum of 15 Å away from any atom of the protein. The first minimization was run with all 
atoms of all the residues restrained using a harmonic potential with a force constant of 10 
kcal/mol/Å2. The second minimization was run without restraints. Each simulation was then heated 
for 40 ps from 100 K to 300 K with restraints using the same force constant as with the 
minimization. One equilibration was then run with restraints for 50 ps using the same force 
constant as with the minimization, and the desired target pressure of the simulations was set to 
1.013 bar using an isotropic Berendesen barostat with a time constant of 2.0 ps.  
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a. Replica Exchange 
The second equilibration and the production were run using REMD. To determine 
the number of replicas, an estimate of the heat capacity of system was obtained by running 
a constant temperature simulation and then the optimal number of replicas was estimated 
as the replicas were proportional to the square root of the number of atoms. There should 
always be an even number of replicas because the exchanges were attempted in pairs.  
Temperatures were distributed in a geometric/exponential fashion. The highest temperature 
had to be one that passed barriers and sampled different conformations more easily, and 
one of the lowest temperatures was the temperature that was used for analysis. These 
simulations involved 48 replicas spanning the temperatures 290.00 – 425.00 K. Snapshots 
were collected every 5 ps. The REMD simulations were each performed using 16 GPUs of 
a Linux cluster based at Stanford University as part of the Extreme Science and 
Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE). The extended simulation was run for 200 
ns and the pdb was run for 225 ns. 
b. Gaussian Accelerated Molecular Dynamics8 
GaMD simulations were run using a frcmod.ff99SB_w_dih modification29 to the 
Amber14sb force field in order to accurately capture the relative energies of the proline cis 
and trans conformations. The second equilibration and the production were run using 
GaMD. These simulations involved boost potentials of sigma0P at 8 and sigma0D at 6. 
Snapshots were collected every 2 ps. The GaMD simulations were each performed using 
1 GPU of a Linux cluster based at Stanford University as part of the XSEDE. The APA, 
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KPT and Segment 1 simulations were run for 50 ns, five independent simulations of 
ArkA12 were each run for 75 ns. 
c. All-atom Monte Carlo  
All-atom Monte Carlo simulations were run using the CAMPARI software package 
(campari.sourceforge.net) and the ABSINTH implicit solvent model.43 In the ABSINTH 
model, protein atoms and solution ions were treated explicitly, while the solvent was 
modeled using a mean-field representation and a dielectric constant set to 78.2. Lennard-
Jones and electrostatic interactions were subject to 10 Å and 14 Å cutoffs, respectively. 
Simulations used parameters from the abs_3.2_opls.prm parameter file with solution ion 
parameters as described previously.44 CAMPARI used a range of local and global moves 
to drive peptide reconfiguration and explored conformational space through a combination 
of torsional and rigid body moves. This included moves specifically designed to accurately 
reproduce poly-proline sequences.45 The combination of CAMPARI and ABSINTH had 
been extensively used to explore the conformational behavior of a wide range of disordered 
proteins.46-51  
To generate the ensemble of starting structures, fifty independent simulations were 
run for 5.1 M Monte Carlo steps. Each simulation discarded the first 100,00 conformations, 
and then conformations were output every 5,000 steps, generating 1000 conformations per 
simulation (50,000 conformations total). Simulations were started from a randomly 
generated non-overlapping structure. Simulations were run at 298 K, at 5 mM NaCl, and 
in a spherical simulation box with a diameter of 80 Å. 
Ensemble Analysis. 
a. Replica Exchange 
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Python was used to create secondary structure plots as well as polyproline II plots of 
ArkA12 from each of the three states for the bound and encounter data. These were done from 
the 50 frames obtained for each state in both the bound and encounter simulations. Amber used 
the DSSP algorithm to calculate the secondary structure.26 
b. Circular Dichroism 
Circular dichroism spectroscopy data was obtained from experimental collaborators and 
Bestsel52 was used to determine secondary structures. Bestsel characterization of secondary 
structure was used to group the simulation secondary structure to compare with the 
experimental data. 
c. GaMD 
The omega angle over time, anharmonicity and potential energy graph were plotted using 
Python. 
Results and Discussion 
Running averages of secondary structures for independent replica exchange simulations of 
ArkA12 reveal that the simulations from the extended and PDB are nearly converged, indicating 
that the sampling of the ArkA12 free energy landscape is nearly complete (Figure 1). The 
secondary structure plots indicate that ArkA12 exhibits more 3-10 helix, bend and turn character 
in segment 2 while in segment 1 more polyproline II character is observed.  
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a. b. 
Figure 3.1. Running average plots of bend (a.) and 3-10 helix (b.) to determine convergence. Blue 
is starting from the extended structure and green is starting from the pdb. 
a.  b.  
c.  d.  
Figure 3.2. Percent secondary structure plots of 3-10 helix (a.), bend character (b.), turn character 
(c.) and polyproline II character (d.). Blue are the simulations started from the extended structure 
and red are those started from the bound ArkA NMR structure. 
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The secondary structure computational data from the replica exchange simulations above 
compared to the secondary structure experimental data shows large differences (Figure 3.3). The 
largest difference is the 88.81% in the other category observed from the simulation data, while the 
experimental data only shows 49.1%. A major part of this secondary structure category is the 
polyproline II helix. The replica exchange simulations do not allow for proline to isomerize from 
trans to cis, which causes less polyproline character to be observed. As there are five prolines in 
ArkA12 and each are expected to isomerize approximately 5 percent of the time, there is a large 
discrepancy in our simulations that should be accounted for, which is why I started using GaMD 
and a modified force field to allow the simulation to overcome the potential energy barrier between 
cis and trans and sample the proline dihedral angles completely. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Comparison of secondary structure between experimental circular dichroism data and 
replica exchange simulation data. 
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There are many parameters necessary to experiment with in GaMD to determine the correct 
parameters to allow isomerization. I initially tried GaMD out on the peptide, APA, to determine 
what the parameter values should be to allow isomerization of proline (Figure 3.4). Using a 
sigma0P value of 8 and a sigma0D value of 6 allows for isomerization of proline in APA. Proline 
isomerization is observed in the entire simulation and the energy barriers and anharmonicity plots 
exhibit a slightly lower barrier turning one way to obtain to cis then the other which is consistent 
with Hamelberg et al.53 The anharmonicity plot needs to have less than a 5 x 10-3 value for the 
anharmonicity value for the minima in the energy landscape to be able to accurately reweight. To 
obtain such a small anharmonicity value I could have run the simulations with less time between 
snapshots. The APA simulations show that GaMD with the parameters I used could sample cis 
and trans of proline. As we are more interested in seeing the results with ArkA12, I simulated 
ArkA12 using GaMD. For ArkA12, KPT and Segment 1 simulations I tried using GaMD however 
they only exhibit proline in the trans confirmation (Figure 3.5). Even the three-residue peptide 
KPT only sample trans confirmation of proline.  
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Figure 3.4. Omega angle (a.), energy (b.) and anhamonicity (c.) plots of the omega angle for 
proline in APA. 
 
 
 
a. b. 
 
c.  
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Figure 3.5. Omega angle of first proline for the ArkA12 (a.) Segment 1 (b.) and KPT (c.) 
simulations. 
 One possible explanation for this result is that it is unfavorable for ArkA12 to exhibit 
proline in the cis confirmation. As an additional attempt to access cis proline conformations, we 
decided to try MC simulations in implicit solvent, with the help of a collaborator, Alex Holehouse 
at Washington University. MC simulations were performed and we found that each of the prolines 
exhibit some cis confirmation during the MC simulations with the proline at residue 3 exhibiting 
the most (approximately 7%) (Figure 3.6). Although these Monte Carlo simulations in implicit 
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solvent are not as accurate as MD in explicit solvent, they gave us starting structures from which 
to run simulations and test our hypothesis.   
Figure 3.6. Percentage trans of proline with error bars generated from MC simulations. 
We took one frame from the ensemble and ran a GaMD simulation. The GaMD simulation 
initiated from an MC structure exhibit the cis conformation in each of the prolines for parts of the 
simulation and isomerized between conformations (Figure 3.7). This may indicate that the 
extended structure is trapped in a metastable state of the ArkA12 free energy landscape as 
previously the GaMD simulations are started from just an extended structure. This causes the 
extend structure simulations to sample less, and as seen above, no isomerization. The frame taken 
from the MC simulation however does not become trapped in the same local energy minimum and 
as a result, isomerization is observed. To ensure that it is a metastable state that trapped ArkA12 
it would be beneficial to try simulated annealing to optimize the initial ArkA12 state for GaMD 
because as the temperature is slowly decreased during simulated annealing, ArkA12 should bypass 
the metastable state.7 By performing simulated annealing, we can test our hypothesis that the 
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extended ArkA12 structure becomes quickly trapped in a metastable state during MD simulations, 
and that this trap can be avoided by using alternative starting structures.  
a. 
b. 
 
c. 
 
Figure 3.7. First proline omega angle, anharmonicity and energy plots from ArkA12 run using a 
starting structure from MC simulation. 
By using GaMD initiated from an ArkA12 structure generated by MC, proline is observed 
isomerizing between cis and trans. Once simulations are run for a longer time using a ArkA12 
structure generated by MC and GaMD more comparable secondary structures to our experimental 
collaborators should be observed. Ensuring that we have an accurate conformational ensemble for 
ArkA12, we can use these starting structures in our simulations with both ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 
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to determine how ArkA12 binds to Abp1SH3 which will give us a better understanding of protein 
association overall.  
We also have not identified any other research on advanced sampling methods that sample 
peptides longer than 3 to 5 residues including a proline that isomerizes.8, 53 We, however, have all 
five prolines in a peptide that is 12 residues long isomerize between cis and trans. It is probable 
that IDPs that contain the PXXP motif also fall into this metastable state when using an extended 
starting structure.12, 15 Other IDPs will likely form the polyproline II secondary structure due to the 
PXXP motif that is overexpressed in that metastable state and could potential cause these IDPs to 
become trapped in the metastable state.15 Therefore, it is important for any research done on 
sampling the conformational ensemble of IDPs to try various physically relevant starting structures 
to avoid only sampling this local energy minimum. 
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Conclusions 
To gain a better understanding of protein association, the conformational ensemble of 
ArkA12 was examined. We determined that there is likely a metastable state that is causing 
discrepancies between our secondary structure data and the experimental data. With this 
knowledge, and the use of different starting structures, we should be able to simulate the ArkA12 
conformational ensemble correctly. Other IDPs will also potentially fall into a similar metastable 
state due to the same PXXP motif, and future research on IDPs should use other starting structures 
to avoid getting trapped in that metastable state.12, 15 
Our knowledge of ArkA12s conformational ensemble can also be applied to our 
simulations with ArkA12 and Abp1SH3 to determine how the conformational ensemble affects 
binding. To determine the different states on the binding pathway, MSMs can be used to cluster 
our simulation data into macrostates, where the relative population and interconversion of each 
state is determined. While the MSM that we generated in this thesis have no concrete conclusions, 
the method with slight changes would be quite beneficial to use in the future. MSMs and their 
analysis would help us to understand the binding rate and pathways of ArkA12 to Abp1SH3. This 
in turn, would allow us to apply our knowledge of this binding pathway to other protein 
associations. Gaining a better understanding of different associations will help to elucidate cellular 
pathways which assist in a number of ways including drug design.1, 2 
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